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Patrick Riley
Patrick was born in Paris and has pursued a varied
career that has involved many aspects of visual arts
and improvised music. He was educated at Manegg
School, Zurich, King Edward VII School, and
University College London. He qualified in medicine
from UCH Medical School and had a distinguished
career as an academic pathologist, specialising in
the evolution of pigmentation and the mechanism
of carcinogenesis. He is currently Emeritus
Professor of Cell Pathology and continues to be
engaged in academic studies. His recent work has
focused on his discovery of monocular stereoscopy
and the principles underlying this remarkable
phenomenon.

Introduction
The images featured in the
present exhibit grew out of
an aestival encounter with a
cloud of butterflies.
During the summer Patrick Riley was staying in
a farmhouse with a small, enclosed garden
which was full of butterflies attracted by the
nectar of a buddleia bush. The butterflies
spent much time basking in the warm sun
with their wings extended and Riley became
intrigued by this behaviour and wondered if
the insects were warming themselves,
p o s s i b l y to i n c re a s e t h e re l e a s e o f
pheromones from their scent glands.
Following up this conjecture, he took some
thermographic pictures.

Equipment
The equipment consisted of a thermal imaging camera manufactured
by Seek Thermal which has an array of 206 x 156 pixels with a
thermal detection range of between -40 to +330 degrees C and a 36
degree view. Most of the images were obtained using the minimum
focal distance of 6 inches and using the spectral thermal scale. The
recorded images were processed using software.

Lepidopteran Thermographs
The thermographs demonstrate the emitted heat in the form of
temperature gradients which were colour coded and these varied
according to the time of exposure to the sun. Images obtained after
brief basking periods showed the highest temperature emitted
from the body [see thermograph upper right, temperature scale
indicated in left hand margin]. This pattern was confirmed by
segmental analysis of the primary image to show isothermic
contours [see thermograph, lower right] temperature scale shown
in bar on right of image].

Thermographs obtained after prolonged basking showed
heat emission corresponding to the dorsal wing pattern. For
example, in the case of the Red Admiral butterfly (Vanessa
atalanta) the white and orange zones of the wing show
lower thermal emission [see thermograph compared to Red
Admiral photo]. This suggests that the sun exposure results
in greater heat absorption by black pigment.
Since relatively little is known about butterfly optical
receptor sensitivities it is not possible to impute any function
to the observed patterns, but, since display is a characteristic
of mating behaviour, it may be that sun-induced
temperature modification of wing pattern has some deeper
significance.
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The pictures presented in
this exhibition were inspired
by the elegance and beauty
of these thermographic
images.
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Sample of
Images

The images are presented with original and variant colours, and with or without
temperature scale. Traditionally butterflies are depicted facing north, Patrick made a
point that these butterflies are alive and not orderly pinned inside a wooden box.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO EXPLORE THE FULL COLLECTION

Papillon 1

Papillon 4

Papillon 5

Original colour without scale

Colour variation with scale

Colour variation with scale

Papillon 17

Papillon 19

Original colour with scale

Colour variant showing scale

Papillon 20

Colour variation without scale

ABOUT THE
EXHIBITION
PRINTS

All works are sold online. The digital prints are presented on
Velvet Artist Paper, A3+ or A2. Selected prints are presented
on Awagami Washi Bamboo paper. All prints are signed and
numbered by the artist.

DELIVERY

Delivery by courier is within two weeks of purchase, but due
to COVID the delivery time might be longer.

PACKING

All Prints are packed with recyclable materials and are
protected against bending, water damage and collision.

INSURANCE

The prints are insured in transit for the retail value of the
items.

CHARITY

Artelectrico and their artists are donating jointly 4% of the
profits to charity.

LARGE PRINTS

Large prints on A1, A0 or larger at available by request. All
prints are signed and numbered. Write to
info@artelectrico.co.uk

ABOUT
We curate, exhibit and promote new art in
all its production, media, and delivery
forms. We aim to discover and nurture new
talent. We believe that the artist is the axis of
this industry, and Artelectrico strives to
protect and guide new artists to produce
exceptional art.
Background
Artelectrico was founded in 2021 by three medical doctors
that share enthusiasm about new art. Two of these doctors
are also exhibited Mexican artists with a unique talent. We
hope to create an equally enthusiastic audience for the artists
on our stable. We are confident that the art we represent is
exceptional and has a significant aesthetic and social value.
We are open to discussion and constructive criticism; we will
try to listen to our critics and supporters with equal interest
and implement beneficial changes for the artists and the
gallery.
Artelectrico is fully inclusive of all art styles, physical art on
any media, and digital art.
We believe that it is essential to discuss the inclusion of NFTs
(Non Fungible Tokens) in our collection. We are aware of the
excessive consumption of energy in the production of
cryptocurrency; this process is called “Mining”.

Although the mining of these currencies is carbon-intensive,
the “Minting” (production of the NFT) is only 1% of the total
amount of mining.
We are exploring different NFT markets. Currently, our artists
are using OpenSea that utilises Lazy-Minting that only mints
the artwork when it is sold and not when the artist submits it.
We have applied to other markets like Nifty that promised to
become carbon neutral in a few months.
We are looking forward to selling NFTs that are carbon
neutral. In the meantime, Using OpenSea “Lazy-Minting”, no
carbon will be produced until the pieces are sold.

Our Artworks
Artelectrico exhibits art that we really like and want to
share. We specialise in contemporary physical and digital art.
Our exhibitions contain prints of digital art, original works in
all media and also NFTs. In some instances, we offer an NFT
with an accompanying physical signed and number print. All
the NFTs are minted by the artist, and we don’t sell them
directly, we only curate them and provide a link to find the
work on the NFT market.
All our prints are produced in short editions and they are
signed and numbered by the artist.
We also believe that art should be affordable; therefore, our
prices are carefully regulated.
Subscribe to our Newsletter at

artelectrico.co.uk

I

am delighted to be able to exhibit the work of Patrick Riley. He is an eminent scientist and a good friend of mine. I have
always been captivated by the beauty of science images as I grew up amongst them. My father was a histopathologist, and
we were surrounded by microphotographs of all kinds of human tissue stained by the purple and blue of haematoxylineosin dyes. For the untrained young boy’s eye, they appeared as wonderful abstract paintings. Afterwards, in medical
school, I learned to interpret them, acquiring some kind of duplicity; not only were they beautiful but they contained important
scientific information.
Scientific images have always captivated the public. Hooke’s 1665 book Micrographia showed images of giant insects that
frightened and delighted; also, the previously unseen Protozoa discovered by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek producing
engraved illustrations that are true works of art. Later scientific images were finally recognised as art images like the
wonderful polarised light images of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) or the computer-generated images of fractals.
When Patrick showed me his thermograms, I was bowled over by the beauty of these images and quickly grasped the
opportunity of exhibiting them. I hope you share my enthusiasm for Patrick’s work and my gratitude for visiting us.

Gabriel Alvarez Parra
Artelectrico
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